Thursday, September 1st 2022
1st competition screening
Slav Striegl promenade / 8 p.m.
The wounds of my house / Claudia Estrada Tarascó / 2021 / Spain / experimental / 2’
A house with cracks, like a damaged body, say goodbye. Time to heal the wounds, someday
evils will bloom.
Seriously and lively / Song Jie Chin /2022 / China / feature/ 5’
Under red flags in the sunshine, everyone was a child. As time goes by, our life has improved
in material terms and our thoughts have changed. Good or bad. Progressive or backward.
However, what haven’t changed are family love and children’s innocence.
Spoon / Arthur Chays / 2022 / France / animated / 3’
To escape from everyday life, it's very simple: you need motivation, a ladder and a spoon.
But is it really that easy ?
The Great Survival / Louis Besse / 2022 / France / animated / 4’
Eurekha and Ehdyson, two of our eminent ancestors the first men, get bogged down in their
prehistoric routine. Yet, everything changes when Ehdyson discovers ... the alcoholic
beverages!
Codfish (Bakalor) / Daria Stilin / 2020 / Croatia / feature / 20’
Branko is a modern Don Quixote. His windmills are the complaints of the locals, a
disgruntled wife and an impossible bureaucracy. One Christmas day in Vrboska on the island
of Hvar will prove to be the greatest test for him and his little town.

Friday, September 2nd 2022
2nd competition screening
Centar kreativne industrije Sisak (Stjepan and Antun Radić street 20) / 3 p.m.
6 meters / Vedran Ružić / 2022 / Croatia / experimental / 24’
Četveročlana autorova porodica u situaciji gdje žive kraj brze ceste - susjede i ostale koji
prolaze traumu dugogodišnje neizvjesnosti želim prikazati (ne)bitnost tih ljudi koji kroz više
generacija ostaju bez svoje zemlje i žive uz buku.
The to-do list / Jon Ander Serrano Avendano / 2022 / Spain / feature / 15’
A pictorial journey that covers the accelerated last life day of a depressed man doomed to
fail in each of the resolutions he plans to do before he dies. Aided by a list of things to do, he

faces bizarre and outlandish situations, a compilation of the perceptions and experiences of
dozens of real people, grouped into a single individual. When you wake up, all you think
about is following your routine, your plans, what you're supposed to do every day. However,
knowing that it is your last day of life, your whole perception of time changes drastically.
Do dna / Matej Matijević / 2021 / Croatia / feature / 17’
Bara is a petty thief and criminal who lives with his girlfriend in a small apartment in the
Zagrebački Stan. The plot begins with Bara's apartment being invaded by the corrupt
policeman Sinka, who persuades Bara to go on a dangerous mission with drug smugglers.
Killer dog / Alexander Lemus / 2022 / Spain / experimental / 12’
Killer Dog follows Chispers days after his first killing. What drove him to commit this crime?
How is Chispers in his everyday life? This documentary combines opera, true-crime, and
verité style and deepens in our perception and construction of our pets' minds through a
dog's life.
3rd competition screening
Centar kreativne industrije Sisak (Stjepan and Antun Radić street 20) / 4:20 p.m.
Krotki / Jovan Dimoski / 2022 /Serbia / feature / 22’
Lukica is looking for a job, hangs out on the street with friends and is in love with a girl who
earns her living from pornography.
Gunz and Helmets / Marko Marjanović Marinčić / 2021 / Serbia / feature / 17’
While they strive for success and accomplishment, director Beli and fashion designer Sakis
found themselves accused for doing criminal activities by Inspector Stopic.

The masked avenger / Luna Strmotić / 2021 / Croatia / animated / 5’
A small raccoon is happily decorating his den, without any worries, he goes to sleep but the
next day a lumberjack suddenly appears and destroys the den that the raccoon loves so
much.
Xin Ye / Yifei Ge / 2022 / China / feature / 15’
Xinye and Wang Xiaomi are good friends, study in drama school.In a competition to qualify
for an opera performance, Wang xiaomi won while Xinye was not selected.Faced with such a
result, Xinye outwardly does not care, but is touched by the opera costume sent by her
grandfather, and she decides to study opera intensely. Later, in one of the rehearsals, Xinye
accidentally sees her good friend Wang Xiaomi stealing her costume to practice, so the
growth of Xinye begins from this moment.
Good night / Jung-seo Lee, Seo-bin Lee, Ji-yeon Yoon / 2022 / South Korea / animated / 8’

Raindrops fall in a beautiful unknown space, and a life is born soon. The main character, who
was born from a raindrop, sees the shining light from the sky and finds a large hole there. It
found a doll bullied by a large hand inside the hole and took it out to his space...
A Heatwave / Salma Hamdy Ghonim / 2021 / Egypt / animated / 2’
A little girl suffering from the increasing heat due to the climate changes till she found a tree
that changes everything. That's a story about the importance of trees to reduce the harms of
climate change as trees help in decreasing the high temperature.
4th competition screening
Centar kreativne industrije Sisak (Stjepan and Antun Radić street 20) / 5:40 p.m.
Not today / Hakan Serttas / 2022 / Turkey / feature / 13’
Ali and Doga are ex-lovers who broke up but are still seeing each other. When they meet for
break-up sex, the truth about their relationship comes out on top. Their relationship turns
into a reality, which causes Doga and Ali to change.
Ant Hotel / Yu-Hsuan Teng / 2022 / Taiwan / animated / 9’
Somewhere midst this rain-pouring city, there is a tiny hotel with one counter staff. On this
day, three sets of guests came by, along with some annoying ants that never go away.
After so long / Varsha Panikar / 2022 / USA / experimental / 4’
Feral / Bojan Babić / 2020 / Serbia / feature / 16’
Three women secretly leave their home village and go hunting for a wild boar. With each
new shot, they reveal their passion for a different prey. They discover the magic of
camouflage, guns, and the adrenaline of hunting.
Deep ocean / 拓高 / 2022 / Taiwan / feature / 21’
Nowhere / Asaki Nishino / 2022 / Japan / animated / 8’
Even though I feel like I'm living in the now, here, I think I just end up being in nowhere all
the time. And in the nowhere, I find the now and the here.
Saturday, 3th September 2022
5th competition screening
Centar kreativne industrije Sisak (Stjepan and Antun Radić street 20) / 10 a.m.
Front / Dina Uglešić / 2022 / Croatia / documentary / 16’

This film follows three seemingly different men. Toma, Valentin and Nenad are three friends,
and what unites them is their longterm friendship, but also the fact that they have been part
of an unusual secret front for twenty years.
Snowflake / Shimin Peng / 2021 / China / feature / 8’
Xuehua is a girl who is from another province and comes to Guangzhou garment factory to
work. She and factory manager Chen Jiaming are having a relationship secretly. The reason is
that Jiaming’s mother looks down on Xuehua because she is not local people in Guangzhou
and does not deserve her son. Until one day, Xuehua could not stand it any longer and made
an impulsive decision...
The Dream / Tamara Broćić / 2020 / Serbia / documentary / 13’
Bite of Paradise / Magda Mas / 2022 / Croatia / documentary / 25’
Through the eyes of an ethnomusicologist, filmmaker, audio producer and finally a member
of the Croatian reggae band Brain Holidays, the production process of the 5th studio album
Jamaican Connection, which was recorded in Bob Marley's Tuff Gong studio in Kingston,
Jamaica, on the occasion of the band's 20th anniversary, is told.
Katarza / Noa Pisači / 2022 / Croatia / animated / 3’
Something happened in a bizarre game of basketball. Yes, something did happen. It
happened. Happened. Happened. On the basket. Bizarre. Something. It happened. That. Yes.
Games. INRI. Irgi jokšakrašok jonrazib u olidogod es ošen.
6th competition screening
Centar kreativne industrije Sisak (Stjepan and Antun Radić street 20) / 11:10 a.m.
Delovi tijela / Svetislav Dragomirović / 2021 / Serbia / feature/ 20’
Anita is a sixteen-year-old girl, with a deviant behavior, a clearly expressed sexual attraction
to her mother. Anita manages to hide her feelings, from depressed and absent parents. But,
day by day, the feelings are getting out of control.
If you swallow a star / Yeseo Han / 2022 / South Korea / feature / 18’
The main character, Yoo Byul, goes to find the star to make a wish.
All we do is worry / Nikola Kašić / 2022 / Croatia / experimental / 2’
Experimental documentary that explores the frustration caused by mundane obligations and
physicality of living spaces. Young girl (narrator) and her fiance have moved into a new house
where they constantly worry about common but dreadful household problems.

Life in tight shoes / Yelda Tekin / 2021 / Turkey / documentary / 12’
Overcast / Yu-Xuan Tian / 2021 / Taiwan / animated/ 4’
Overcast is about the emotional relationship between parents and children, presented from
the boy's point of view. The mother, who has a strong desire to control, causes a lot of
pressure on the boy's mind and creates various delusions of his own. When he wants to
enjoy happiness or want to have fun, he will suddenly see the face of his mother's rebuke,
then the happiness will turn into sin. The plot makes the audience think whether it is the
mother's Emotional intimidation or the boy's excessive self-delusion.
7th competition screening
Centar kreativne industrije Sisak (Stjepan and Antun Radić street 20) / 12:20 p.m.
The House Has Horns / Stefan Tomić / 2021 / BiH / feature / 24’
A family of three discovers that none of them have slept in days. The mother, concerned
about the health of her family, tries to fight this mysterious insomnia, but every attempt is in
vain. She begins to lose her sanity and as she breaks down, so does her family. Secrets are
revealed and they endanger their relationship. Can they overcome that? Maybe one honest
word is all that it takes.
The Vedict / Dora Jung / 2021 / Serbia / feature / 14’
Accused of murdering her husband, brother of the construction minister, Ana Knezevic is
silently awaiting her trial. The lawyer assigned to her on official duty, David Klug, manages
with his sincerity to gain Ana's trust. With a series of dangerous questions, driven by a desire
for truth and a clearly set goal, he draws attention to himself, coming across various
obstacles and threats.

